THE AMERICAN LHASA APSO CLUB, INC.
FUTURITY JUDGE NOMINATION FORM

I NOMINATE:

Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________

Address:__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Phone:  ______________________________________    Email: ____________________________________________

Name of ALAC Member making Nomination: _____________________________________________________________

Signature of ALAC Member making Nomination: _____________________________________________________________ Date_________________

To Judge Futurity in the year ________________

NOMINEE:

I ACCEPT THIS RESPONSIBILITY AND I AM FULLY AWARE OF THE GUIDELINES AND COMMITMENT TO ALAC AND THE LHASA FANCY
SHOULD I BE ELECTED.  If elected, I am aware that no person residing in the same household with me may act as an agent or handler
in the Futurity competition.  Dogs owned wholly or in part by me or any member of my household shall be ineligible to compete in the
Futurity.  In addition, neither I nor any person residing in the same household with me shall exhibit, or act as agent or handler in the
regular competitions of the events held by the American Lhasa Apso Club in conjunction with the National Futurity , OR at any local
Lhasa Specialties held during the same week at the same facility or within 200 miles of said events.  Dogs owned wholly or in part by
myself or any member of my household shall be ineligible to be entered in the regular competitions at such events.

Signature of Nominee:___________________________________________________________Date: ________________

PLEASE REMEMBER:

1  Anyone who has judged a Futurity within the last 5 years of this assignment is ineligible to Judge this Futurity
2  An AKC approved Judge of Lhasa Apsos is ineligible to Judge a Futurity
3  A Futurity Judge is personally responsible for all expenses incurred in such an assignment
4  A person elected to Judge a Futurity will be held accountable for subsequent failure to fulfill the assignment by being listed as
ineligible for Futurity Judging for a period of two years.

(This form is to be mailed to the Futurity Chairman when Nominations are being accepted)

MAIL THE COMPLETED FORM TO:
Lynn Replogle-Futurity Chairman
1218 Amsterdam Ave., Madison, WI 53716-1507
OR
EMAIL THE COMPLETED FORM TO: woodlyn@tds.net
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